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US OFFICIALS WORRY PARALYZING
ILLNESS MAY GROW MORE COMMON
By Mike Stobbe | Associated Press

TSA'S SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHT
WEIRD STUFF IN TRAVELERS' BAGS
By Colleen Long | Associated Press

David Johnston stands over a table full of peculiar items confiscated at Dulles International Airport: a glittery clutch with brass
knuckles as a clasp. A perfume bottle shaped like a grenade. A
rusted circular saw blade. A pocket-sized pitchfork.
None of those is quite right. Then Johnston sees it: a guitar
shaped like a semi-automatic rifle. Bingo. It will do nicely for the
Transportation Security Administration's social media accounts.
Johnston, TSA's social media director, is following in the
footsteps of Curtis "Bob" Burns, who created unlikely internet
buzz for the not-always-beloved agency by showcasing the weirdest stuff travelers pack in their carry-ons. He died suddenly in
October at age 48.
Burns' work created a model for other federal agencies. The
quirky photos combined with a hefty dose of dad humor helped
lure in more than a million followers on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, who would then see important messages about the
dos and don'ts of airline travel.
"How are we going to replace Bob? The reality is we can't,"
said Johnston. "We had a unique situation with him, but we can
still be entertaining and help people as we find our way forward
without him."
On the blog, Burns shared a weekly count of firearms that
TSA officers found at checkpoints nationwide. He did a summary of knives and all matter of other bizarre and sometimes
scary items that travelers had stuffed into their bags, pockets,
purses or briefcases.
In one Instagram post , someone tried to bring on a glove
with razors for fingers and Burns (naturally) made a "Nightmare
on Elm Street" joke.
"It's safe to sleep on Elm Street again. Freddy lost his glove

"And I think he felt he could change that by communicating
at the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL)."
The agency's Instagram account won three Webby awards last with people in a way that wasn't scolding," she said. "He was one
year, including the People's Voice Award for weird social content of a kind."
During a TSA Facebook live, "Ask Me Anything" episode last
marketing. In his acceptance speech, Burns eyed the award,
year, Burns said the success of the account was partly due to the
shook it and declared: "This Webby is carry-on approved!"
Johnston, who worked with Burns for about three years, and shock value.
"People don't come to a government Instagram account and
has been in government jobs for nearly a decade, has tried to
expert to see humor," Burns said. "And they also don't expect to
keep it up all on his own, but it's been tough.
Johnston sent out a Valentine's Day post that showed off a see these crazy things that people are trying to bring on a plane."
throwing star, ax and double-edged dagger confiscated from a He had a wife and two daughters.
At Dulles, in the prohibited items section, Johnston sees a
passenger's carry-on bag. ("Safe travels, you romantic fool!") And
it was national puppy day recently, so that was an excuse for a few possibilities for TSA's YouTube series called "They Brought
What?" including a large snow globe with big a white fairy
photo of Cole, a big-eyed TSA explosives detection dog.
TSA is growing its social media staff — bringing in three more imprisoned in some kind of liquid (It's creepy and it has liquid,
workers to expand its social media presence. The staff will con- so they can highlight the liquid restrictions.)
He passes over the four pairs of nunchucks (Yawn. You can't
tinue to use fodder sent in by officers around the country, who
seize all manner of unusual items people try to bring onboard. believe how many people bring those) and a handful of pocket
But it's hard to find people who have both the government knives. He stops at a large bullet from Afghanistan that has been
altered to be a cigarette lighter and pen.
know-how and a sense of humor that resonates.
"The things people think of," he says. Turning more serious
Johnston said the thing that made Burns' posts so special was
for a moment, Johnston notes the importance of showing off
Burns himself.
"When you look at his posts, you're seeing a window into these items, especially to people who aren't well-traveled and
his soul," he said. "It really was from his heart. He was a fun, might not understand why something is prohibited if it's not
actually a weapon.
happy guy."
"The bottom line is our social media page makes travelers
Burns' sister-in-law, Candy Creech, said he had a dry sense
of humor and a hefty dose of patriotism: He had served in the better informed so they have a better experience and it frees
up our officers to do what they need to do — look for the bad
Gulf War.
Burns had worked in airports before taking over TSA's social actors," he says.
media and believed there was public negativity around the
agency. He wanted to change that.
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One morning last fall, 4-year-old Joey Wilcox woke up with the left side
of his face drooping.
It was the first sign of an unfolding nightmare.
Three days later, Joey was in a hospital intensive care unit, unable to
move his arms or legs or sit up. Spinal taps and other tests failed to find
a cause. Doctors worried he was about to lose the ability to breathe.
"It's devastating," said his father, Jeremy Wilcox, of Herndon, Virginia.
"Your healthy child can catch a cold — and then become paralyzed."
Joey, who survived but still suffers some of the effects, was one of 228
confirmed victims in the U.S. last year of acute flaccid myelitis, or AFM,
a rare, mysterious and sometimes deadly paralyzing illness that seems
to ebb and flow on an every-other-year cycle and is beginning to alarm
public health officials because it is striking more and more children.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said it may bear similarities to polio, which simmered
among humans for centuries before it exploded into fearsome epidemics
in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Fauci, who published a report about the disease Tuesday in the journal mBio, said it is unlikely AFM will become as bad as polio, which
struck tens of thousands of U.S. children annually before a vaccine
became available in the 1950s.
But he warned: "Don't assume that it's going to stay at a couple of
hundred cases every other year."
Other countries have reported cases, including Canada, France, Britain and Norway. But the size and pattern of the U.S. outbreaks have
been more pronounced. More than 550 Americans have been struck this
decade. The oldest was 32. More than 90 percent were children, most
around 4, 5 or 6 years old.
Most had a cold-like illness and fever, seemed to get over it, then
descended into paralysis. In some cases it started in small ways — for
example, a thumb that suddenly wouldn't move. Some went on to lose
the ability to eat or draw breath.
Many families say their children have regained at least some movement
in affected limbs, but stories of complete recovery are unusual. Health
officials cannot say how many recovered completely, partly or not at all,
or how many have died, though the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention says deaths are rare.
Scientists suspect the illness is being caused chiefly by a certain virus
that was identified more than 55 years ago and may have mutated to
become more dangerous. But they have yet to prove that.
And while doctors have deployed a number of treatments singly or
in combination — steroids, antiviral medications, antibiotics, a bloodcleansing process — the CDC says there is no clear evidence they work.
Many parents say that when they first brought their child to the emergency room, they quickly realized to their horror that the doctors were
at sea, too.
"Everyone is desperate for some magical thing," said Rachel Scott, a
Tombal, Texas, woman whose son Braden developed AFM in 2016 and
has recovered somewhat after intensive physical therapy but still cannot
move his right arm and has trouble swallowing and moving his neck.
A growing number of experts agree that physical therapy makes a
difference.
"These kids can continue to recover very slowly, year over year. ... It's
driven by how much therapy they do," said Dr. Benjamin Greenberg of
UT Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, one of the nation's foremost
experts on the condition.
Wilcox, Joey's father, said his son made huge improvements that way.
Joey can run and use his arms. Still, muscle tone is weak in his right leg

and shoulder, and he still has left-side facial paralysis. "He can't completely smile," his dad said.
Other stories are more tragic.
Katie Bustamante's son Alex developed AFM in 2016. The suburban
Sacramento, California, mother realized something was wrong when she
asked the boy, then 5, why he wasn't eating his yogurt. Alex replied that
his thumb had stopped working and he couldn't hold his spoon.
That morning was the start of 17 months of hospital stays, surgeries,
therapy, and struggles with doctors and insurers to find a way to restore
his ability to breathe. It ended one morning last May, when the Bustamantes woke up to find Alex had died.
Government officials need to step up, Bustamante said.
"I want them to research it and find the cause, and I want them to
find a way to prevent it," she said. "This is growing. This shouldn't be
happening."
More and more experts feel certain the main culprit is an enterovirus
called EV-D68, based on the way waves of AFM have coincided with
spikes of respiratory illnesses caused by EVD-68. Enteroviruses are a large
family of viruses, some of which, such as polio, can damage the central
nervous system, while many others cause mild symptoms or none at all.
In the U.S., doctors began reporting respiratory illnesses tied to
EV-D68 in 1987, though usually no more than a dozen in any given year.
Then, in what may have been one of the first signs of the AFM waves
to come, a 5-year-old boy in New Hampshire died in 2008 after developing neck tenderness and fever, then weakened arms and deadened legs.
The boy had EVD-68, and in a report published in an obscure medical
journal, researchers attributed his death to the virus.
The first real burst of AFM cases hit in 2014, when 120 were confirmed, with the largest concentrations in California and Colorado.
What ensued was an even-year, odd-year pattern: Cases dropped to 22
in 2015, jumped to 149 in 2016, and fell again, to 35 in 2017. Last year
they reached 228, a number that may grow because scores of illnesses are
still being investigated.
In keeping with the cyclical pattern, just four cases have been confirmed this year so far.
CDC officials consider an illness AFM based on scans and other
evidence showing a certain kind of damage to the spinal cord. Proof of
an enterovirus infection is not required for a case to be counted, mainly
because such evidence has been hard to come by. So far, CDC investigators have been able to find evidence of enteroviruses in the spinal fluid
of only four of 558 confirmed cases.
Scientists are using more sensitive spinal-fluid tests in hopes of establishing the connection between AFM and EV-D68 more firmly. That,
in turn, could spur more focused work on treatments and maybe even
a vaccine.
Meanwhile, Fauci's agency has put out a call for researchers to apply
for federal funds, and is tapping a University of Alabama-anchored network of pediatric research centers to work on the illness.
The CDC is pledging a greater focus, too. Parents have accused the
agency of doing little more than counting cases and have complained
that when they tried to contact CDC, they encountered only automated
phone trees and form responses.
CDC officials have begun holding meetings and calls with families,
set up a scientific task force and working to monitor cases more closely.
Fauci suggested it would be a mistake to assume that surges will take
place every other year forever. The next one "may be in 2019, for all we
know," he said.
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